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The	of the tests are .shown in Fig. 99 in which curves
arc4	for the I.H.P., B.H.P., the mean effective pressure
the	on the crankshaft.   The mechanical efficiency
85 to 75 per cent.-—falling slowly as the speed
600	per min.    The petrol used had a thermal
y en the lower stale of  17S000 B.Th.U. per lb.5 and
on	Iba^is flit following table of thermal efficiencies was
valcuUted—

I.tr If 
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On 
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400       i       0-78        j 
0-9               0-30 
18*6 
16-1 
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0-87              0-28 
19-3 
16-6 
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21 
17-9 
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22 
18-8 
Si HI              — 
	 
0-24 
— 
— 
ltt^i»)             0'6       ! 
0-75 
0-22 
24-2 
19-3 
1,1 w        o*gi    i 
0-75 
0-208 
24-2 
19-3 
o-r»o    ; 
0-785 
0-202 
24-6 
18-4 
; 
0-94 
0-22 
(22-3) 
15-4 
note.—At	400, 000f and IS000, two tests are given to show
the	of variation.   At 1,225 the indicated horse-power is uncer-
as no	of loss was made at that speed.
efficiency rose considerably with increase of
no	in         to there being less time for the
to cool, but in view of the variability of the
of	by the carburettor (of the usual
Jet         it is not safe to build too much on these measurements.
An	in addition to the above was that
c€ the	in the induction pipe.   With the throttle wide
and a	of	r.p.m. this pressure was about 1J
pressure.   With the speed reduced
to 400 r.p.m. this	was less than f lb./in.2 below atmo-
The	pressure (P) in the cylinder was
nl Ita	of 88 Ib. per s<j. inch when the speed
was MO	; at this	the mechanical efficiency fa)
wins 8ft pet	so that the product tjP was. 75.*   The expres-
m m0i	mm than hOf of fta* obtainable with amodern

